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In this paper discrete inequalities are used to offer sufficient conditions for the
oscillation of all solutions of the difference equation
s
D a D y q q f y s r , n G 0 . . .n n nq1 nq1 n
where 0 - s s prq with p, q odd integers, or p even and q odd integers. Several
examples which dwell upon the importance of our results are also included.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We shall provide sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions
of the difference equation
s
D a D y q q f y s r , n G 0, 1.1 .  .  . .n n nq1 nq1 n
 .where s is a positive quotient of odd integers oddrodd or even over odd
 .integers e¨enrodd , D is the forward difference operator defined by
 4D y s y y y , and a is an eventually positive real sequence. Ourn nq1 n n
technique is an extension of the methods employed in the work of Graef
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w x w xand Spikes 2 , Kwang and Wong 5 for differential equations, and recently
w xThandapani et al. 7, 8 for difference equations.
 .Several particular cases of 1.1 have been discussed in the literature, for
w xdetails see the monograph by Agarwal 1 . To cite a few examples, Hooker
w xand Patula 3 have considered the equation
D2 y q q yg s 0, n G 1, 1.2 .ny1 n n
 4where q is a positive sequence and g is a quotient of positive integers. An
 .more general equation than 1.2
D2 y q q f y s 0, n G 0 1.3 .  .n nq1 nq1
w xhas been studied by Thandapani, Gyori, and Lalli 7 . Kulenovic andÈ
w x w xBudincevic 4 and Thandapani 6 have investigated the particular case of
 .  .1.1 when s s 1 and r ' 0. The special case of 1.1 when s s 1 has alson
w xbeen considered by Thandapani and Pandian 8 . Our results include, as
 .  .special cases, several known oscillation theorems not only for 1.2 , 1.3 ,
 .  .1.1 when s s 1 and r ' 0, and 1.1 when s s 1, but also for severaln
w xother particular difference equations considered in 1 .
 .  4  .By a solution of 1.1 , we mean a nontrivial sequence y satisfying 1.1n
 4for n G 0. A solution y is said to be oscillatory if it is neither eventuallyn
positive nor negative, and nonoscillatory otherwise. We shall denote N sb
 4 a  4b , b q 1, . . . and N s b , b q 1, . . . , a . Furthermore, for notationalb
simplicity, let
s
w s a D y . .n n n
Throughout, we shall assume that
 .  .i uf u ) 0 for all u / 0; and
 .  .  .  .  .ii f u y f ¨ s g u, ¨ u y ¨ for u, ¨ / 0, where g is a nonneg-
ative function.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 . qLEMMA 2.1. Let the function K n, s, y : N = N = R ª R be suchn n0 0
 .that for each fixed n, s, the function K n, s, ? is nondecreasing. Furthermore,
 4  4  4let p be a gi¨ en sequence and u , ¨ be sequences satisfying, forn n n
n g N ,n0
ny1
u G F p q K n , s, u 2.1 .  .  .n n s
ssn0
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and
ny1
¨ s p q K n , s, ¨ . 2.2 .  .n n s
ssn0
 .Then, u G F ¨ for all n g N .n n n0
 .Proof. When n s n , the result is obvious. Suppose u G F ¨ for all0 n n
n F m, where m G n . Then,0
m
u y ¨ G F K m q 1, s, u y K m q 1, s, ¨ G F 0. .  .  .  .mq 1 mq1 s s
ssn0
 .Hence, by induction, u G F ¨ for all n g N .n n n0
 4  .LEMMA 2.2. Let s s oddrodd. Suppose that y is a positi¨ e negati¨ en
 . a asolution of 1.1 for n g N , and there exists n g N and m ) 0 such thatn 1 n0 0
s
ny1a D y r .n n s0 0y q q y sq1f y f y .  .n sq1ssn0 0
sq1n y11 a D y g y , y .  .s s sq1 sq G m 2.3 . f y f y .  .s sq1ssn0
for all n g N a. Then,n1
s aa D y F G y mf y , n g N . 2.4 .  .  .  .n n n n1 1
 .Proof. From 1.1 we have
Dw rn ns y q . 2.5 .nq1f y f y .  .nq1 nq1
 .  .Then, it follows from ii and 2.5 that
w r w D y g y , y .  .n n n n nq1 n
D s y q y . 2.6 .nq1f y f y f y f y .  .  .  .n nq1 n nq1
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 .  . a  .Summing 2.6 from n to n y 1 , where n g N , and using 2.3 , we find0 n1
ny1ww rnn s0y s y q q y sq1f y f y f y .  .  .n n sq1ssn0 0
sq1ny1 a D y g y , y .  .s s sq1 sq  f y f y .  .s sq1ssn0
sq1ny1 a D y g y , y .  .s s sq1 sG m q ) 0. 2.7 . f y f y .  .s sq1ssn1
 4  .Case 1. Suppose that y is positive. Then, 2.7 implies yw ) 0, orn n
a  .s  .equivalently D y - 0, n g N . Let u s yw s ya D y . Then, 2.7n n n n n n1
becomes
ny1 f y yD y g y , y .  .  .n s sq1 s
u G mf y q u . 2.8 .  .n n sf y f y .  .s sq1ssn1
Define
f y yD y g y , y .  .  .n s sq1 s a qK n , s, x s x , n , s g N , x g R . 2.9 .  .n1f y f y .  .s sq1
a  .Since D y - 0, n g N , we observe that for fixed n, s, K n, s, ? isn n1
 .nondecreasing. With p s mf y , we apply Lemma 2.1 to getn n
u G ¨ , n g N a , 2.10 .n n n1
where ¨ satisfiesn
ny1 f y yD y g y , y .  .  .n s sq1 s¨ s mf y q ¨ , 2.11 .  .n n sf y f y .  .s sq1ssn1
q a  .provided ¨ g R for all n g N . From 2.11 we findn n1
ny1¨ yD y g y , y .  .n s sq1 s
D s D m q ¨ sf y f y f y .  .  .n s sq1ssn1
yD y g y , y .  .n nq1 ns ¨ . 2.12 .nf y f y .  .n nq1
On the other hand,
¨ D¨ ¨ g y , y D y .n n n nq1 n n
D s y . 2.13 .
f y f y f y f y .  .  .  .n nq1 n nq1
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 .  .  .Equating 2.12 and 2.13 , we obtain D¨ s 0 and so ¨ s ¨ s mf y ,n n n n1 1
a  .  .n g N . The inequality 2.4 is now immediate from 2.10 .n1
 4  .Case 2. Suppose that y is negative. Then, 2.7 gives w ) 0, orn n
a  .sequivalently D y ) 0, n g N . Let u s w s a D y . It follows fromn n n n n n1
 .2.7 that
ny1 yf y D y g y , y .  .n s sq1 s
u G ymf y q u . 2.14 .  .n n sf y f y .  .s sq1ssn1
 .  .  .With K n, s, x defined as in 2.9 , we note that for fixed n, s, K n, s, ? is
 .  .nondecreasing. Applying Lemma 2.1 with p s ymf y , we get 2.10n n
where ¨ satisfiesn
ny1 yf y D y g y , y .  .n s sq1 s¨ s ymf y q ¨ . 2.15 .  .n n sf y f y .  .s sq1ssn1
 . aAs in Case 1, D¨ s 0 and hence ¨ s ¨ s ymf y , n g N . Thenn n n n n1 1 1
 .  .inequality 2.10 immediately reduces to 2.4 .
3. MAIN RESULTS
For simplicity, we list the conditions used in the main results as
`
< <r - `, 3.1 . s
ss0
`
y` - q - `, 3.2 . sq1
ssn0
g u , ¨ G m ) 0 for all u , ¨ / 0, 3.3 .  .
` 1
s `, 3.4 . 1r sas
` 1
s `, 3.5 . as
`
q s `. 3.6 . sq1
ssn0
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. Let s s oddrodd, conditions 3.1 ] 3.5 hold, and let
 4  . < <y be a nonoscillatory solution of 1.1 such that lim inf y ) 0, andn nª` n
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there exists L ) 0 so that
¡ 1rsy1.G L , s - 1~< <D y 3.7 .F `, s s 1n¢ 1rsy1.F L , s ) 1.
Then,
sq1` a D y g y , y .  .s s sq1 s
- `, 3.8 . f y f y .  .s sq1ssn0
s
a D y .n n
lim s 0, 3.9 .
f ynª`  .n
and
s sq1` `a D y a D y g y , y r .  .  .n n s s sq1 s ss q q y  sq1f y f y f y f y .  .  .  .n s sq1 sq1ssn ssn
3.10 .
for sufficiently large n.
< <Proof. Since lim inf y ) 0, there exists n G n and m , m ) 0nª` n 1 0 1 2
< < <  . <such that y G m and f y G m for n g N . Then, it follows fromn 1 n 2 n1
 .3.1 that
n n nr r 1s s
< <F F r F m , n g N ,   s 3 n1f y f y m .  .sq1 sq1 2ssn ssn ssn1 1 1
3.11 .
where m is a finite positive constant.3
 .  .  .Suppose that 3.8 does not hold. Then, in view of 3.2 and 3.11 , we
 .see that 2.3 is satisfied for n g N if n is sufficiently large. Suppose thatn 11
 4y is positive for n g N . Applying Lemma 2.2 we obtainn n1
11rs
D y F ymf y , n g N . 3.12 .  .n n n1rs1 1an
 .  .Summing 3.12 from n to n y 1 , we get1
ny1 11rs
y F y y mf y . 3.13 .  .n n n 1rs1 1 asssn1
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 .  .By 3.4 the right side of 3.13 tends to y` as n ª ` whereas the left side
 4is positive. The case when y is negative for n g N follows a similarn n1
 .argument. Hence, 3.8 is proved.
 .  .  .  .Next, to prove 3.9 and 3.10 , we sum 2.6 from n to n y 1 to obtain0
ss ny1a D ya D y r .  .n nn n s0 0s y q y sq1f y f y f y .  .  .n n sq1ssn0 0
sq1ny1 a D y g y , y .  .s s sq1 sy . 3.14 . f y f y .  .s sq1ssn0
 .  .  .  .In view of 3.2 , 3.11 , and 3.8 , it follows from 3.14 that
s
a D y .n n
b s lim
f ynª`  .n
 .exists. Letting n ª ` in 3.14 and changing n to n provides0
s sq1` `a D y r a D y g y , y .  .  .n n s s s sq1 ss b q q y q . sq1f y f y f y f y .  .  .  .n sq1 s sq1ssn ssn
3.15 .
 .  .Hence, 3.9 and 3.10 are proved if we can show that b s 0.
 .  .  .Case 1. Suppose that b - 0. Then, 3.2 , 3.11 , and 3.8 respectively
imply
` b
q F y , n g N , 3.16 . sq1 n16ssn
` r bs F y , n g N , 3.17 . n1f y 6 .sq1ssn
and
sq1` a D y g y , y b .  .s s sq1 s F y . 3.18 . f y f y 6 .  .s sq1ssn1
 .Next, let n s n in 3.15 to obtain0
s
`a D y r .n n s0 0 s b q q y sq1f y f y .  .n sq1ssn0 0
sq1` a D y g y , y .  .s s sq1 sq . 3.19 . f y f y .  .s sq1ssn0
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 .  .  .  .Using 3.19 and also the inequalities 3.3 , 3.16 ] 3.18 , we find
s sq1n y1ny1 1a D y r a D y g y , y .  . .n n s s s sq1 s0 0y q q y q sq1f y f y f y f y .  .  .  .n sq1 s sq1ssn ssn0 0 0
sq1` `r a D y g y , y .  .s s s sq1 ss yb y q y y sq1 f y f y f y .  .  .sq1 s sq1ssn ssn1
b b b b
G yb q q q s y ' m ) 0, n g N ,n16 6 6 2
 .i.e., 2.3 is satisfied. Hence, we can apply Lemma 2.2 and obtain a
contradiction as earlier.
Case 2. Suppose that b ) 0. From the definition of b , we may assume
that
s
w a D y b .n n ns G , n g N . 3.20 .n1f y f y 2 .  .n n
 .  .  .Now, using 3.20 , 3.3 , and 3.7 we find for n g N ,n1
w g y , y w g y , y .  .n nq1 n n nq1 ns
sy1 sy1a D y f y a D y f y y f y q f y .  .  .  .  .  .n n nq1 n n nq1 n n
w rf y g y , y .  . .n n nq1 ns
sy1w rf y g y , y q a D y .  .  . .n n nq1 n n n
w rf y g y , y .  . .n n nq1 nG
sy1< <w rf y g y , y q a D y .  . .n n nq1 n n n
br2 m .
G
sy1< <br2 m q a D y . n n
¡ br2 m .
, s / 1
br2 m q a L . n~G 3.21 .
br2 m .
, s s 1.¢ br2 m q a . n
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 .  .It follows from 3.20 and 3.21 that
sq1 2` `a D y g y , y w g y , y .  .  .s s sq1 s s sq1 ss  sy1f y f y .  . a D y f y f y .  .  .s sq1ssn ssn s s s sq11 1
`¡b br2 m .
, s / 12 br2 m q a L . sssn1~G
`b br2 m .
, s s 1.¢2 br2 m q a . sssn1
3.22 .
 .  .By 3.5 the right side of 3.22 is infinite whereas the left side is finite by
 .3.8 .
The proof of the theorem is complete.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the difference equation
1 1 1s
D D y q y s y , n G 1, 3.23 .  .n nq13 2n n q 1 n n q 1 .  .
where s is any positive quotient of odd integers. It is easily verified that
 .  .  43.1 ] 3.5 hold for this equation. Hence, every nonoscillatory solution yn
 . < <  .  .  .of 3.23 such that lim inf y ) 0 and 3.7 holds fulfills 3.8 ] 3.10 .nª` n
 4  4One such solution is y s n .n
 .  .We note that if 3.1 and 3.2 hold, then
`
< <h n s q y l r , n g N .  .0 sq1 s n0
ssn
 .is finite for any positive constant l. Assume that h n G 0 for sufficiently0
large n. Define, for a positive integer m and a positive constant K, the
following series
2` h s .0
h n s and . 1 a q Kh s .s 0ssn
2` h s q Kh s .  .0 m
h n s . . mq 1 a q K h s q Kh s .  .s 0 mssn
 .Condition H . For every K ) 0, there exists a positive integer M such
 .  .that h n is finite for m s 1, 2, . . . , M y 1 and h n is infinite.m M
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 .  .  .THEOREM 3.2. Let s s oddrodd. Suppose that 3.1 ] 3.5 and H
 4  .  .  4hold. Let y be any solution of 1.1 such that 3.7 holds. Then, y isn n
< <either oscillatory or satisfies lim inf y s 0.nª` n
 4Proof. Suppose on the contrary that y is a nonoscillatory solution ofn
 . < <  41.1 and lim inf y ) 0. Hence, by Theorem 3.1, y satisfiesnª` n n
 .  .3.8 ] 3.10 . Furthermore, there exists n G n and m , m ) 0 such that1 0 1 2
< < <  . <  .y G m and f y G m for n g N . Hence, from 3.10 we findn 1 n 2 n1
s sq1`w a D y a D y g y , y .  .  .n n n s s sq1 ss G q h n 3.24 .  . 0f y f y f y f y .  .  .  .n n s sq1ssn
G h n , n g N . 3.25 .  .0 n1
 .  .  .It follows from 3.25 , 3.3 , and 3.7 that
22w g y , y w rf y g y , y .  .  .n nq1 n n n nq1 ns
sy1 sy1a D y f y f y w rf y g y , y q a D y .  .  .  .  .  . .n n n nq1 n n nq1 n n n
2w rf y g y , y .  .n n nq1 nG
sy1< <w rf y g y , y q a D y .  . .n n nq1 n n n
2h n m .0G
sy1< <h n m q a D y .0 n n
2¡ h n m .0
, s / 1
h n m q a L .0 n~G
2h n m .0
, s s 1¢h n m q a .0 n
2K h n .0s , n g N ,n1Kh n q a .0 n
where
m¡ , s / 1~ LK s¢m , s s 1.
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Therefore,
sq1 2` `a D y g y , y w g y , y .  .  .s s sq1 s s sq1 ss  sy1f y f y .  . a D y f y f y .  .  .s sq1ssn ssn s s s sq1
2` K h s .0G s Kh n , n g N . . 1 n1Kh s q a .0 sssn
3.26 .
 .  .If M s 1 in H , then the right side of 3.26 is infinite. This is a
 .contradiction to 3.8 .
 .  .Next, it follows from 3.24 and 3.26 that
wn G h n q Kh n , n g N .  .0 1 n1f y .n
and by using a similar technique, we obtain
2sq1` `a D y g y , y K h s q Kh s .  .  .  .s s sq1 s 0 1G s Kh n , .  2f y f y K h s q Kh s q a .  .  .  .s sq1 0 1 sssn ssn
n g N . 3.27 .n1
 .  .If M s 2 in H , then the right side of 3.27 is infinite. This again
 .contradicts 3.8 .
A similar argument yields a contradiction for any integer M ) 2. This
completes the proof of the theorem.
The next three results are for the case r ' 0. We shall use the equationn
 .  .number ? to denote the case r ' 0. Note that in this case h n s0 n 0
` q .ssn sq1
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.3. Let s s oddrodd. Suppose that 3.2 ] 3.5 and H
 4  .  .  4hold. Let y be any solution of 1.1 such that 3.7 holds. Then, y isn 0 n
oscillatory.
 4  .  .Proof. Let y be a nonoscillatory solution of 1.1 . Suppose that 3.8n 0
 .  .does not hold. Then, in view of 3.2 we see that 2.3 is satisfied for0
n g N if n is sufficiently large. Applying Lemma 2.2 we obtain, as in then 11
 .proof of Theorem 3.1, a contradiction. Hence, 3.8 is proved. Following a
 .similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show that 3.9
 .and 3.10 hold. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2.0
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the difference equation
s 21 2 2n q 2n q 1 .s
D D y q y s 0, n G 1, 3.28 .  .n nq12 22n n n q 1 .
 .  .where s is any positive quotient of odd integers. Clearly, 3.2 ] 3.5 hold.
Furthermore,
` ` 22 s q 2 s
sh n s q G 2 .  0 sq1 22s s q 1 .ssn ssn
` sq11 2
sq1s 2 s G 0 s s q 1 n .ssn
and
2 2sq1. 2` `h s 2 rs .0
h n s G .  1 2 sq1a q Kh s 1rs q K 2 rs .s 0ssn ssn
` 2sq1.2
s s `. sq11 q K 2 sssn
 .Hence, condition H is satisfied with M s 1. It follows from Theorem 3.3
 4  .  .that any solution y of 3.28 such that 3.7 holds is oscillatory. One suchn
 4  .n4solution is y s y1 .n
 .In the next result, we do not need the assumption that h n G 0 for0
sufficiently large n.
 4  .THEOREM 3.4. Let s s oddrodd. Let y be any solution of 1.1 suchn 0
 .  .  .that 3.7 holds. Suppose that 3.2 ] 3.5 hold, and
< < sy1a D y q mh n ) 0, n g N , 3.29 .  .n n 0 n0
and
2q¡ ` h s .0 s `, s / 1 a q mrL h s .  .s 0ssn0~ 3.30 .2q` h s .0 s `, s s 1,¢ a q mh s .s 0ssn0
q .   . 4  4where h s s max h s , 0 . Then, y is oscillatory.0 0 n
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 4  .Proof. Let y be a nonoscillatory solution of 1.1 . It follows from then 0
 .  .  .  .proof of Theorem 3.3 that 3.8 , 3.9 , and 3.10 hold. From 3.10 we0 0
find
s
w a D y .n n ns G h n , n g N . 3.31 .  .0 n0f y f y .  .n n
 .  .  .  .Now, using 3.31 , 3.29 , 3.3 , and 3.7 we find for n g N ,n0
w g y , y w rf y g y , y .  .  . .n nq1 n n n nq1 ns
sy1 sy1a D y f y w rf y g y , y q a D y .  .  .  .  . .n n nq1 n n nq1 n n n
w rf y g y , y .  . .n n nq1 nG
sy1< <w rf y g y , y q a D y .  . .n n nq1 n n n
h n m .0G
sy1< <h h m q a D y .0 n n
¡ h h m .0
, s / 1
h n m q a L .0 n~G 3.32 .
h n m .0
, s s 1.¢h n m q a .0 n
 .  .It follows from 3.31 and 3.32 that
sq1 2` `a D y g y , y w g y , y .  .  .s s sq1 s s sq1 ss  sy1f y f y .  . a D y f y f y .  .  .s sq1ssn ssn s s s sq10 0
2q¡ ` h s m .0
, s / 1 h s m q a L .0 sssn0~G
2q` h s m .0
, s s 1.¢ h s m q a .0 sssn0
3.33 .
 .  .By 3.30 the right side of 3.33 is infinite whereas the left side is finite by
 .3.8 .
 .THEOREM 3.5. Suppose 3.6 holds.
 .  .  .a If s s oddrodd and 3.4 holds, then all solutions of 1.1 are0
oscillatory.
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 .  4  .b If s s e¨enrodd, then a solution y of 1.1 is either oscillatoryn 0
 4or D y is oscillatory.n
 4  .Proof. Let y be a nonoscillatory solution of 1.1 , say y ) 0 forn 0 n
n G n . We shall consider only this case because the proof for the case0
y - 0 for n G n is similar. We have the identityn 0
s sq1a D y a g y , y D y .  .  .n n n nq1 n n
D s yq y . 3.34 .nq1f y f y f y .  .  .n n nq1
 .  .  .a s s oddrodd. In view of 3.6 , 2.3 holds for sufficiently large n .0 1
 .Thus, applying Lemma 2.2 we have 3.12 which on summing from n to1
 .  .  .  .n y 1 gives 3.13 . By 3.4 , the right side of 3.13 tends to y` as n ª `
 .whereas the left side of 3.13 is positive.
 .b s s e¨enrodd.
 .Case 1. Suppose that D y G 0 for n G n G n . Then, from 3.34 wen 1 0
obtain
s
a D y .n n
D F yq , n g Nnq1 n1f y .n
 .which on summing from n to n y 1 yields1
ss ny1a D ya D y .  .n nn n 1 1F y q . 3.35 . sq1f y f y .  .n n ssn1 1
 .  .By 3.6 , the right side of 3.35 tends to y` as n ª `. However, the left
 .side of 3.35 is nonnegative.
 .Case 2. Suppose that D y - 0 for n G n G n . Condition 3.6 impliesn 1 0
that there exists n G n such that2 1
ny1
q G 0, n g N . 3.36 . sq1 n2
ssn2
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 .  .Now, summing 1.1 from n to n y 1 and then using Abel's transfor-0 2
w xmation 1, p. 35 , we get
s
a D y .n n
ny1
s




s a D y y f y q . . n n nq1 sq12 2
ssn2
ny1 s




s a D y y f y q . . n n nq1 sq12 2
ssn2
ny1 s
q g y , y D y q . 3.37 .  . sq1 s sq1 tq1
ssn tsn2 2
 .  .Since D y - 0 for n g N , it follows from 3.36 and 3.37 thatn n1
ny1
ss
a D y F a D y y f y q . 3.38 .  .  . . n n n n nq1 sq12 2
ssn2
 4  4Since y is eventually positive and D y is eventually negative, y ª Mn n n
 .) 0 as n ª ` and y G M for n G n . Consequently, it follows from iin 2
 .  .  .that f y G f M ) 0 for n G n . Hence, from 3.38 we findnq1 2
ny1
ss
a D y F a D y y f M q . 3.39 .  .  . . n n n n sq12 2
ssn2
 .  .By 3.6 , the right side of 3.39 tends to y` as n ª ` whereas the left
 .side of 3.39 is positive.
Remark 3.1. A different proof for Theorem 3.5 without using Lemma
w x2.2 can be modeled after Theorem 2.1 of 9 .
 .  4Remark 3.2. In the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 b , note that if y is ann
 .  4  4oscillatory solution of 1.1 , then D y is also oscillatory. However, D y0 n n
 4is oscillatory does not imply that y is oscillatory. We shall illustrate thisn
through Example 3.3.
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EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider the difference equation
s
D n D y q q y s 0, n G 0, 3.40 .  . .n nq1 nq1
where s is any positive quotient of even over odd integers and
1, n odd¡~ 1q sn , n even.¢2
 .  .Obviously, 3.6 holds and the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 b follows.
 .  4Indeed, 3.40 has a nonoscillatory solution y defined byn
y1, n oddy sn y2, n even.
 4We note that D y is given byn
y1, n odd
D y sn  1, n even
and is oscillatory.
EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider the difference equation
1s
D n D y y y s 0, n G 0, 3.41 .  . .n nq1n q 1
 .where s G 1 is any quotient of odd integers. Condition 3.4 is satisfied.
 .However, condition 3.6 does not hold because
` ` 1
q s y s y`. sq1 s q 1ssn ssn0 0
 .  .Hence, the conditions of Theorem 3.5 a are violated. Indeed, 3.41 has a
 4  4nonoscillatory solution given by y s n .n
 .  .Remark 3.3. Condition 3.2 does not hold for Eq. 3.41 . Hence,
 .Example 3.4 also illustrates the importance of condition 3.2 in Theorems
3.2]3.4.
EXAMPLE 3.5. Consider the difference equation
s sD n D y q 2 2n q 1 y s 0, n G 0, 3.42 .  .  . .n nq1
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 .  .where s G 1 is any quotient of odd integers. Obviously, 3.4 and 3.6 hold
 .  .and the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 a follows. Hence, all solutions of 3.42
 4  .n4are oscillatory. One such solution is given by y s y1 .n
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